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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
In the approximation and solution of both ordinary and partial 
differential equations by finite difference equations, it Is well-known 
that for different ratios of the time interval to the spatial intervals 
widely differing solutions are obtained. This problem was first 
attacked by John von Neumann using Fourier analysis, see for example [ 29 ]. 
It has also been studied In the context of the theory of semi-groups of 
operators, see (30l. 
It seemed that the problem could be studied with profit If set In a 
more abstract structure. The concepts of the stabll tty of a linear 
operator on a <complex> Banach space and the stability of a Banach sub-
algebra of operators were formed In an attempt to generalize the matrix 
2 theorems of H.O. Kreiss, see [ 7] as applied to the l stab II tty problem. 
Chapter 1 deals with the stability and strict stability of linear 
operators. The equivalence of stabil tty and convergence Is discussed 
In Chapter 2 and special cases of the Equivalence Theorem are considered 
In Chapters 3 and 4. In Chapter 5 a brief account of the theory of 
dlscretlzations is given and used to predict Instability in non-linear 
algorithms. 
I should like to express my deep appreciation to my supervisor 
Dr. W. Kotze without whose constant encouragement and many he.lpful 
suggestions, this thesis could not have been written. 
NOTATION 
The following symbols are used extensively in the text: 
J:j wi II denote the set of natural numbers, 
! w i II denote the set of integers and 
+ l the set of positive Integers. 
(It) 
If T Is a mapping then 9) (T) will denote the domain of def I nltlon 
of T, ~CT> the range of T. 
If S Is a.set, then the Identity map 
l(x)•x forall xSS. 
OCh) means "of the order of h". 
is defined by 
Occasionally the abbreviation "Jff!l is used for "if and only 
1 • 
c Ji.A.l: I E 8 . 1 
Stable and strictly stable linear operators. 
Section 1. j::onceg:ts- and·-Def In ltTQns •--
Let X be a Banach space of functions defined on a compact Hausdorff 
topological space s. Let L(X,X> denote all linear operators defined 
on . X. 
A wtll denote a subalgebra of L<X,Xl with respect to the usual 
operations of operator addition, scalar multiplication and operat~r 
multiplication so that A Is furthermore a Banach algebra with respect 
to the uniform (supremum) norm. 
Definition 1.1 :A linear operator T on X Is said to be stable If 
the family {Tn: n S ['f} Is unlfonnly bounded. 
Definition 1.2 :A Is a stable Banach subalgebra of L<X,X) If there 
exists constant K s.t. for all T SA IITII ~ K. 
Hence all members of A are bounded Cln fact, stable) and we shalt con-
s lder A1 to be a subalgebra of B<X,X>: al.t bounded 'i lnear operators 
<!m X~ denoted hereafter by BCX). 
Definition 1.3 : Let T S B(X). The resolvent set p(T) of T Is de-
fined by 
p(T) • {A € ¢ : <AI-T>-t exists as a bounded operator with dense 
domain}. 
The spectrum aCT> of T is the complement of the resolvent set 
of T. 
Note T bounded, X complete, then B<X> is a Banach algebra and 
2. 
~ S p(T> Iff 0.1-T)-l exists in the sense that it is bounded, everywhere 
defined and 
(AI-T)-l(~I-T) = (AI-T)(AI-T)-l = I. 
Let us denote (AI-T>- 1 by RO..,T), the resolvent of T O<T) 
will denote the domain of the operator T. 
We have the following lemma 
Lemma 1.4: (i) T a continuous linear operator on a Banach space X. 
If A S p(T), then 
D(R(A,T)) =X. 
<il) p(T) is open and R(A,T) is holomorphic In p(T). 
(ill) If ~~~ S p(T) then R(A,T) and RC~,T) commute. 
Proof. See for e.g. Dunford and Schwartz [ t ]. 
Definition 1.5 : r<T> = supjo<T> I Is called the spectral radius of T. 
Let us recal I the well-known spectral radius theorem. 
t 
Theorem 1.6 : Let T € B<X>. Then r<T> ~ IITnlrn ~ ltrll and 
converges to r<T> as n + ~. 
Proof. See Taylor [2] p.262. 
1 
IITnjp'i 
Corel lary 1.7 : If T Is a stable operator on X, then r<T> ~ 1. 
Proof. T stab I e Imp I I es I Tn II ~ K, some K. 
Theorem 1.8 : If T is a stab I e operator then there ext sts a~ ·constant CR 
such that for all A € ¢ with IAI > 1 
0.1-T>-1 exists and moreover 
1 CR 
II n 1-n- II~ ·rq:r . 
3. 
Proof. Since T Is stable, cr\T> Is contained tn the closed unit ball. 
Hence for IAI > 1, A € pCT> and the resolvent exists. 
A I so I (A 1-T) ... 1 II = I A - 1 ( I + >.. -l T + A-2T2 + ••• ) II • 
00 
~ H A -(n+1>Tn II 
0 
1 
< M j;\.1-t • 
This theorem gives a limit on how fast the resolvent of T can grow as 
the unit ball Is approached and Is therefore cal led the resolvent condition. 
Theorem 1.9 : T is a stable operator on X Iff Tn Is a Lipschitz 
continuous map for all n. 
Proof. Necessl ty: II Tn II .::. K a I I n € IN 
hence sup ~ J"xTill .::_ K 
x€X Tx 
Let X = y - z t ~ Tn ( y-z ) II < K 
lly-zll -
I.e. IIT"<y-z>ll~ K !ly-zll. 
Sufficiency 
. . . 
I .e. 
Section 2. Uniform boundedness and the adjoint oeerator. 
If T 6 B<X,X>, we denote by x* the topological dual of X and by 
T* the adJoint of T. 
Le!TITia 2 • 1 : ( I ) ~ T II = II T* II· 
(II) T* Is cont. If x* has the induced topology of X. 
4. 
(ill) T has a bounded inverse T-l defined on all of X 
Iff T~ has a bounded inverse T*- 1 defined on all of X 
and If both exist <T*>- 1 = (T- 1>* 
* ' * Clv) CT 1+T2) = T1 + T2 
( v) CaT>* = aT* 
(vi) Let A, 8 and C be Banach spaces, then T S BCA,B>, 
S S BCB,C) ~ (TS>* = S T 
(vii) a<T> = a<T*> 
and RCA,T) = RO,,T*> for all AS p(T) = p<T41 >. 
<viii) The map w : B(A) -> B<A*> defined by 
~(T) = T* for all T S B(A) 
ts an Isometric Isomorphism. 
( ix) Tu Is an extens Ton of T and T*' = T Iff 
X Is reflexive. 
Proof. See for e.g. Taylor '[2]. 
Proposition 2.2 : To each stable operator T € BCX>, there corresponds 
a stable r* e sex*>. 
Proof. * ' Obviously T S B<X > and the result follows from property Cvt> 
since T commutes with itself. 
Proposition 2.3 : To each stable Banach subalgebra A C B(X) there 
corresponds a stable Banach subalgebra Y C B<A*> • 
. Proof. Consider the Isometric Isomorphism ~ of property <viii) above. 
Let ~(X) = Y. 
Trivially Y is a Banach subalgebra of B<X*> and for alI 5 € Y 
I 5 II ~ K by (J ) • 
5. 
If X is reflexive, then the converses of the two propositions above 
hold true. 
Proposition 2.4 : X reflexive, then the map ~ B<X> -> B<X*> of 
property <viii) is 1-1 and onto. 
Proof. Follows Immediately from property (ix). 
Section 3. Stable operators on a finite dimensional Banach space. The 
matrJx ~~@_ms _ _gJ_KCQ.iis ... QJJ..d Buchanan. 
Suppose X is finite dimensional, of dimension p say. Let F 
be a family of square matrices on X. 
Definition 3.1 : F is said to be a stable family of matrices If for all 
A 8 F 
all n 8 Jr (1) 
Three characterizations of the stability of F are given In the follow-
lng theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 <Kreiss>. The following statements are equivalent: 
(A) F is a stable family of matrices. 
<R> Each member A of F satisfies the resolvent 
condition. (2) 
<S> There exists constants c5 and c8 and to each A e F 
a non-singular matrix S s,t. 
< 1 > II s I! ~ II s -t II ~ c5 
Cli) B = SAS-l Is upper triangular and Its off-diagonal 
elements satisfy 
jbijl -~ CB (1-I~JI> (3) 
where ~J are the eigenvalues· of A. 
6. 
(H) There exists a constant CH and to each A 8 F a positfve 
definite Hermi-tian matrix H such that 
-1 
CH. I ~ H CH ~ 
and A*HA < H. (4) 
Proof. There Is no I oss f n genera I i ty In assumIng that a pre II m I nary' 
unitary transformation has been carried out on A to put it In upper 
tri angu I ar form. The d I agona I e I aments are then the e i genva I ues A 1, · 
and we let a1J,J > I, denote the off-diagonal elements. We also set 
~i = z - AI and ~ = lzl - 1, where z Is a complex number, and use 
the letter C, with or without modifiers, to denote positive constants. 
Before proceeding with the main proofs we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 1 : If a 2x2 upper triangular matrix A satisfies the resolvent 
condition with a constant C, then 
la 121 < Ci max (1-IA2 1, j;. 1-A2 1>, 
where C' ~ 16C. 
Proof. Applying (2) to A and con.s I dart ng the 
of (A-zl >- 1 gives 
~ c <- . -~ 2 
(5) 
sole off-diagonal element 
( 
(6) 
Then by substituting z = 3 here, we obtain la 12 1 ~ 8C, so that (5) 
Is clearly satisfied If IA21 < !. On the other hand, If IA21 > ! 
we put z = t/X2, where t > 1, so that (6) yields 
<t-IA212><t-~2A1> 
la121 ~ C IA21<t-IA21> 
7. 
- 2 -
11-"2'-1! = 11 - l"zl • >-z<>-2->.1 >I 
~ 3 max {1 - 1>-21, I>- 1-A2j}, 
so that (5) holds for this case also. By Interchanging A1 and >. 2 
we can In fact prove the stronger result 
Lemma 2 : If an mxm upper triangular matrix A satisfies the resolvent 
condition (2) with constant c1, and If all its off-diagonal elements 





Proof. This Is an extension of Lemma 1, to which It Is reduced by the 
following method. We permute the 2nd and the mth rows and columns of 
A - zl, which clearly leaves the resolvent condition unchanged, and then 
-~ 1 a 1m a13 ... a 1 ,m-1 a12 
0 -!; 0 ... 0 0 m 
El Ez 0 a 3m 
E = .. 
E3 E4 
, 
0 a m-t,m E4 
0 8 2m 
where the detailed form of E4 is not required. Now It Is clear that 
-1 E3E2 = 0 and, Indeed, E3E1 E2 = 0. Hence If we perform a triangular 
decomposition of E Into E = LU and denote by lp the pth order 





. c 2 resolvent condition therefore gives, for ani vector u, 
IE- 1ul 2 = u*<L- 1>*w- 1ru-lL- 1u ~ -t lul 2• 
a. 
Putting u = Lv, where only the first two elements of v (which sub-
vector v1e denote by v 1) are taken to be nonzero, we have 
But 
jLvl2 = lv,l2 + IE3E~lv112 
m-1 aim 2 2 
~ 1+ lv11 i=2 m 
~ (1 + <m-2>C~>Iv 1 1 2 ~ 
so that E1 satisfies the resolvent condition 
C <1 + (m-2>C2> 112 
IE~l I ~ 1 t 2 
and Lemma 1 can be applied to give the desired result. 
We can now prove the main part of Kreiss' theorem. 
Theorem·. < R) imp I i es ( S ) i mp I i es < H > • 
Proof. The first step is to note that if A satisfies CR> then, because 
it Is triangular, each corner of A (upper left or lower right principal 
submatrix> also satisfies it with the same constant CR. Similarly, a 
corner of a corner satisfies <R>. Hence we can easily obtain the de-
sired inequalities (3) for the first upper diagonal, with c8 = 16CR~ 
For each such element lies in a 2x2 corner of a corner of A, so that 
9. 
Lemma 1 can be applied to give 
la 1 ~ 1 + 1 1 ~ 16CR max (1- l)..i+lj,l). 1-)..i+ll>. 
If 1- jA 1• 11 ~ l)..i-AI+ 11, then (3) is already satisfied: otherwise, 
can 
In general~ 
be annihilated by a bounded similarity transformation. 
-1 
aiJ Is annihilated by s1JASij where SIJ • I + TIJ' 
-1 s1J = I - TiJ; and TIJ is a matrix all <!If whose elements a·re zero 
For, 
except the (i,j)th which has the value tij = aij/().i-)..j). Thus, when 
the transformation Is needed, jt1 l+ll Is bounded by 16CR, and by , 
composing at most n - such transformations we fulfill the require-
ments of ($) for the first upper diagonal with c5 ~ 1 + 16CR. 
To continue this process to succeeding upper diagonals we use Lemma 2. 
When the first m- 2 upper diagonals have been made to satisfy <3>, 
each element of the (m -l>st appears as the top right element of an mxm 
corner of a corner of A to which this lemma can be applied. The re-
suiting Inequalities for these elements then allow another set of elemen-
tary similarity transformations of the type defined above to be applied to 
yield (3) for the (m- l>st upper diagonal. Each such transformation 
-1 S.JAS.. affects only elements in column J above the element aiJ' and 
I · IJ 
in row to the right. Thus the upper diagonals already dealt with are 
unchanged, and the process can be completed in a finite number of steps. 
<However, at each stage the constants c1 and c2 of the lemma are In-
creased by further factors. As a result of the similarity transforma-
tions occurring after one stage, the constant c1 in the resolvent con-
ditlon for the next stage is larger by a factor 2 < 1 + c3 > ; Is 
t~e c3 of the previous stage.> Thus (~) Implies (S) arid the constants 
Cs and· c8 can be expressed In terms of CR and n alone. 
10. 
and c8 can be expressed In terms of CR and n alone. 
To prove <H> we Introduce, wtth Kreiss, the diagonal matrix 
d 
0 
D .. \'II th d > 1. 
0 
Then we can choose d sufficiently large that 
* (9) D - 8 DB~ 0, 
i.e., G = I- <o- 1128*o 112>co 1128o- 112> ~ 0. For the (i,j)th element 
of o1128o- 112 is d(i-j)/2b1j,' so that the diagonal elements of G are 
gil= 1- ~lbAtl2d -1 = 1- 'Ail2 + Et, 
where 
end the off-diagonal elements satisfy 
~~ = y lg ·I = y I16 b ld<2 -t-J>/2 
j~i lj j~i /, ;l.i Aj 
~ tn2d- 112c2<1- lA j>. -- 8 · I 
Here the fact that 2A-i-j ~- 1 follows from A < I, A~ J, and I 1 j. 
Thus by choosing d > n4c~ we make !& 1 I + o1 less than 1- j;l.ij
2 and 
Gersgorin's theorem can be appl led to the hermitian matrix G to yield 
the desired result. Substituting for B in (9) gives 
S- 1*A*A*OSAS-l - 0 < 0 = , 
I . e. A*HA - H < 0 =-= , 
with H = s*os clearly satisfying the necessary requirements. 
11. 
Since (A) implies (R) has been proved in theorem 1.8, ft remains 




< w* H w 
- 0 0 
Hence by (4) : lwvl 2~.c~lw0 1 2 
I.e. IIA*II ~ cH: 
~· (f) (H) implies the existence of a new norm defined on X by 
II u I~ = u *H u. 
(I I) As the calculation performed in the proof is of considerable 
complexity, <S> merely implies tho existence of a slmllarity 
matrix S. Thus the next step Is to consider whether stable 
families can be recognized by carrying out the unitary trans-
formations which triangularlze them. 
Definition 3.3 : A sequence {~ 1 , ••• ,;p} of complex numbers Is aaid to 
be nested, with nesting constant K if l~r- F;s ·1 ~ Kl ~m- t9-l 
where t < r < s < m. 
Clearly any sequence can be nested with nesting constant ~ z-P. 
Theorem 3.4: (Buchanan). Let F be a family of matrices A In upper 
triangular form with eigenvalues nested along the diagonal. Then F Is 
a stable family iff !Ail~ 1, AI the eigenvalues of A and the off-
diagonal elements satisfy 
12. 
($) 
Proof. All we have to show Is that, under the hypothesis of nesting, the 
. -1 -1 
similarity transformation s 11 AsiJ and its Inverse s1JASIJ' where the 
Sij have the form given above, leave the.inequallty ($) Inviolate. 
For we· proved above that the resolvent condition CR) lmpl les the strong-
er condition (3) after such transformations have been made - hence we 
need to retrace our steps by Inverting them. And to prove the sufficiency 
of (*), we may carry out the similarity transformations to get CS> as 
In the proof of Kreiss' theorem. 
Thus we need to chock that the elements of s 1 jAS~~ satisfy <•> 
If those of A do. -1 Now s1jAs 11 replaces the elements a1v on the 
"' ith row by a1v = a1v + t 1Jajv and elements a~j on the jth column 
,. 
by a~J = a~J- t 1 Ja~ 1 • Thus If ($) holds for alj' we have for some 
constant C, 
la~ 1 I~ C max(1-IA 1 I,IA 1 -A~I) 
and, since ~ ~ i < J ~ v, 
IA,-A~' < K llJ-A~'· 
1- IA;I < 1 ~ IAJI + IA,-AJI ~ 1- !AJI + KIAJ-1~'· 
Hence 
la~JI ~ c<t + ltul<t + K»max<l- IAJI' 1). 1 -1~!>, 
and so ($) stll I holds with a new constant, as lt 11 1 Is Itself bounded 
by c. " The same argument clearly holds for a 1v and for the Inverse 
trans format! on. 
That trlangularlzation can be achieved with an arbitrary ordering 
of eigenvalues on the diagonal can easily be proved with the aid of Schur's 
theorem. 
13. 
It might be conjectured that Inequalities of the form (t) are 
perhaps sufficient for the stabi llty of the matrix. We produce no~1 two 
examples to show that this Is not, In fact, the case. 
Counter-examples. 
( i ) 1 0 
A = 0 0 satisfies ($) but the n-power Is of the same 
0 0 form with the element in the top rtght hand 
corner (n-1>, hence Is unbounded. 
< I i ) -1 a -(2a) 
0 -a 1 with ! < a < 1 
0 0 a 
satisfies the resolvent condition and hence Is stable, but 
the upper right hand element does not satisfy <•>. 
14. 
Section· 4. Strictly stable I I near operators. 
We strengthen our definition of stab! I ity 
Definition 4.1: An operator T e B<X> where X Is not necessart ly 
finite dimensional, Is strictly stable If the family {T", n e I} ts 
uniformly bounded. 
Definition 4.2: A map + on a set E ·Is affine if 
+<AX + ~y) = A 4>(x) + p +<y> 
A+~=t. A~ 0, ~ ~ 0, x,y 8 E. 
The following two theorems are due to A. Markov [36]. 
Theorem 4.3: Let 8 be a compact CQnvax subspace of a ·locally convex 
I I near topologi·cal space. r a sot of ctommuting continuous affine 'maps 
on ,e. Then there exists x SiB \'lith 41<x> =X; for all • e r. 
Proof. Suppose Tq, Is the set of fixed points of • In B. 
T+ Is convex and closed. 
A finite intersection of the Tq, Is non-void:-
n = holds by Schaudar's fixed point theorem. 
Let k = n. 
Then T 
<~>n-1 
Is closed, convex and compact. 
By hypothesis the set Is non-void. 
Since r Is commutative, 
w n <T <P () ••• () T q, > C T q, () ••• () T <P 
1 n-1 1 n-1 
Applying Schauder 1 s theorem again, 
there ex! sts X 8 T. 4> r\ •• • () T <jl 
1 n-1 
left Invariant by ~ . n 
Then 
Finally, by compactness of B, we have that Q, 'l'cpk #. (jJ 
\ 
Theorem 4.4: r is a commutative set of affine maps on a set E. 
Let S be alI real-valued bounded functions on E. 
Then there exists ~ real fu~¢tlomal M on S such that 
(I) M(1) = 1 (l(x) = t, for all x 8 E). 
{II) M(f+g) = M(f) + M(g). 
(Ill) M(f) > 0 If fCx> ~ 0, for all x € E. 
(iv) M(fcjl) = M<f> for all • 8 r. 
· Proof: Let L denote alI real-valued functlonals on S. 
Introduce the weak tppology on L 
t5. 
By liychonoffVs theorem, the functlonals M which satisfy Cf), Cit> and. 
(ill> form a non-void, convex compact set. 
* To each • 8 r, there corresponds a map + : 8 -> 8 defined by 
<+ *M )(f) = M C fcjl >. 
• The + are affine maps and form a commutative set. Applying Theorem 
4.3, there exists functional M 8 B s.t. 
••<M> = M for all + 8 r. 
Clearly M satisfies conditions (1), Cii), (Ill) and <tv>. 
Theorem 4.5: (Larionov). ·A strictly stable operator T on X, 
X Banach, is similar to a unitary operator on X. 
Proof. Consider the group G = {Tn : n 8 X}. 
G Is commutative and bounded by K and hence, by theorem 4.4, there 
exists on the space of alI bounded complex-valued functlonals + on G 
a functional M such that 
• 
for alI A, 8 8 G • 
(b) M(~(A)) ~ 0 for •<A> ~ 0. 
__ (c) M<1> = 1. 
Let x* be the adjoint space of X. 
Let K = {ax; a 8 ¢, x € X} C X. 
Let a functional t be defined by 
~ ( ax ) = I a I .11 x II 
then ~(x) = llxll • 
16. 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem we can extend ~ to a I !near functional 
on X 
s.t. x*x = ~xl!. 
* X 
Hence the map x~> x* defines a mapping of X into x* and we define 
on X 
[x,y> = /<x> 
The form [ > satisfies the axioms for a semi-scalar product. 
NO\>I cp (A) = [Ax,Ay> , A 8 G Is a functional on G. xy 
Clearly w is bounded. xy 
In particular if A = t 
t (1) = rx,y>. xy 
· DefIne a norm I xI~ on X by 
II x I ~ = M ( [Ax, Ax> ) = M (t xx (A)) 
For all B 8 G, MC[ABx,ABx>) 
= fv1 ( IP XX ( AS)) 
= M(IP (A)) 
. XX 
by (a) 
= M ( [Ax, Ax> ) 
Hence for all U 8 G, llunl~ = llx111 
17. 
for n= 1 lluxl11 = llxll1• 
The two norms are clearly topologically equivalent. 
N. Dunford [4] introduced the concept of a spectral operator on a 
) 
Banach space. This concept will now be used to give an example of a 
class of strictly stable operators. 
Denote the family of Borel sets ~ In ¢ by B. 
' Definition 4.6: An operator function P(~); ~ S B, Is a spectral 
measure tf for alI ~ 1 , 62 S B 
(I) P(~l n ~2 > = P(6t) PC62> 
(li) P(~l U 62) = PC6 1) U PC~2 > 
w I th p 1 U P 2 = p 1 + P 2 - p 1 P 2 
(ttl) PC¢- 6) = 1 - P(6) 
(Jv) IPCL'dj ~ K some constant K. 
P(6) Is then a projection operator for all ~ S B and PC~ 1 >,P<~2 > 
commute for all ~ 1'62 € B. 
Definition 4.7: T S B(X) is a spectral operator if there exists a 
spectral measure P(6) satisfying 
(I) T P(6) = P(6) T for alI 6 S B. 
(If) The spectrum cr(H; P(~)X) of the operator H In the subspace 
P(6) X is contained In the closure of 6. 
(Iff) There exists a dense set r X' such that 
f(P,6 1 U 62 ••• ) = f(PC~ 1 >> + f(PC62>> ••• 
for alI f 6 r and denumerably many 6k € B which are pairwise 
disjoint. 
P(6) defines the spectral operator T uniquely. See r40. 
18. 
Definition 4.8: The spectral operator T Is said to be an operator of 
scalar type If it is representable In the form 
T = f ).dP().), 
a<T) 
P().) Is the spectral measure of T. 
(1) 
Theorem 4.9: <Dunford). An operator T Is a spectral operator if and 
only If It is representable In the form 
T = A + N, (2) 
where A Is an operator of sea I ar type. and N Is a genera I Jzed A II-
potent element which commutes with A. 
element if 
<N Is a generalized n II potent 
lim~= 0.) 
. n-+co 
Remark. Decomposition (2) may be considered as the continuous analogue 
of the Jordan form of an operator in finite-dimensional space; T may 
be considered as the diagonal part and N as the above-diagonal part 
of the Jordan form. Evidently, In the finite-dimensional case simply 
some power of the operator N will equal zero. Thus, every linear 
operator In finite-dimensional space Is spectral; but In the Infinite-
dimensional case 9 there also exist non-spectral operators. In this 
case, representation (2) Is unique, where A and T have the same 
spectrum and the same spectral measure. 
Proof. The Idea of the proof consists in the following. Suppose T 
Is spectral and P(6) Its spectral function. We denote by R the 
·minimal ring, closed with respect to the operator norm, of bounded 
linear operators In X which contains T and all the P(6), and 
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possessing the following property: 
(3) if B S R and B-1 exists and Is bounded, then s-1 e R. 
We set A= f AdP(A),N = T- A. 
s 
It easily follows from the deftnt-
tlon of the spectral measure that T(M) = A<M> and, consequently, 
N(M) = T<M> - A(M) = 0 on alI maximal ideals M of the ring R. From 
this we conclude that N Is a generalized nilpotent element. In this 
connection, It follows from the very formula T • J AdP(A) that A Is 
an operator of scalar type and that PC6) is Its spectral measure. This 
also proves decomposition (2); Its uniqueness follows easily from the 
uniqueness of the spectral measure of a given spectral operator. 
The converse assertion Is obtained by considering the minimal com-
plete, with respect to the operator norm, conmutatlve ring R of 
bounded linear operators In X, containing A, N and all the P(6) 
(where P(6) is the spectral measure of the operator A) and also 
possessing property <3). Namely, suppose T =A+ N, where A and 
N satisfy the conditions of the theorem, and suppose M6 Is the space 
of maximal Ideals M of the restriction of this ring to the subspace 
P(6)X; then 
a<T, P(6)X) = (A: A = A(M) + N(M), M 8 M6> 
=(A: A= A(M), M € M6) = oCA, P(6)X)C L\. 
Hence T is spectral and has the same spectrum and spectral measure 
as A. 
Theorem 4. 10: ( Fogue I ) • A spectra I operator T Is a sea I ar operator . 
-1 whose spectrum lies on the unit circle Iff T Is a bounded, everywhere 
defIned operator and there exIsts M such that 
20. 
IIT"I !. M for a II n S l . 
If T = f Al(d).) 
1).1=1 
Proof: 
l~nl = Jf 1An l(s).)l 
1).1=1 
then 
!. 4 sup <ll<a>l :a a Borel set}. 
Conversely assume l~nl !_ M all n S !, then R().,T) 
satisfies the resolvent condition and o(T) lies on the unit ball. 
Then If T = S + N where 5 Is scalar and N Is generalized nilpotent, 
2 hence N = 0. 
so Tn = Sn + nNSn-l 
and nN • <Tn-Sn>s-<n-1>, 
hence nN fs bounded which Implies that N • o. 
Thus the set Fs of alI operators of scalar type with spectrum lying 
on the unit circle Is contained In the set F of all strictly stable 
operators In B(X). 
Lemma 4.11: (Sz. Nagy). Let T be a strictly stable map on a Hilbert 
space X. Then there exists a self-adjoint operator Q suah that 
{ I !. Q !. kl 
and QTQ-l Is unitary. 
Proof. The generalized limit of Mazur and Banach Is a complex-valued 
functional L(~(s)) defined for all complex-valued bounded functions 
t<S> of the positive real variable s. L satisfies the following 
properties 
<t> L<at<s> + bn<s>> +a L<t<s> + b L<n<s>> 
(II ) U t (s)) > 0 If t (s) > 0 -. 
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( t i J) L(~(S+a)) = L(t(s)) for all a > 0. 
(lv) L(1) = 1. 
Let f and g be elements of R. The sequence t<n>- (Tnf,Tng) 
(n = O, 1,2, ••• > being bounded, lt<n>l ~ k21!fllllgll, 
n n <f,g> = L(T f,T g). 
By property (f) of the generalized I lmlt, we have 
<a1f1 + a2f2b1g1 + b2g2> = 
= a161<t 1,g 1> + a162<t 1,g1> + a262<t2,g2>, 
I.e. <f,g> Is a hermitian bilinear form of the variable elements f and 
g. Furthermore, the Inequalities 
..!. < llf+ II .. ltr"t_ll < k 
k = ~~-nTnfl ~ -
Imply, by the properties (f)~ (if) and (Jv), that 
~ llflf ~ <f,f> < k211fll2• 
k . 
Thus there exists a selfadjoint transformation A such that 
<f,g> = (Af,g>. We have, 
_!_ I < A < k2 1 
k2 p 
and by property (Ill>, 
(ATf,Tg) = L(Tn+tf,Tn+tg) = L(Tnf,T"g> = (Af,g), 
I.e. T~AT =A. 
Let Q be the positive selfadjoint square-root of A; then 
{t~Q~kl, 
It follows that 
1 
k 
0-1 n*oono-l = 0-1 <oo>o-1 = ,, 
<QTQ- 1 >~ (QTQ- 1> = I. 
Thus, U = QTQ-l Is isometric. As it admits an Inverse, namely 
u- 1 = QT-tQ- 1, it Is also unitary. 
Proposition 4.12: If X Is Hilbert, F5 =F. 
Proof. Consider T S F. 
22. 
By Lemma 4.11, there exists a self-adjoint linear map Q on X s.t. 
k-l 1 ~ Q ~ kl and 
QTQ- 1 Is unitary. 
Hence T has spectrum lying on the unit circle. 
Proposition 4.13: Suppose X is a finite dimensional Banach space, then 
If T S F, T Is a scalar operator with spectrum on the unit circle. 
Proof. T satisfies the conditions of Foguel since on a finite dlmen-
slonal space at I linear operators are spectral. 
Since we know, Kakutani [6],that the sum of two corrrnutlng scalar type 
spectral operators Is not necessarily a scalar type operator, (in the 
case where X Is Hilbert It is), we may not prove a general perturbation 
theorem. See Appendix B. However we may prove the following: 
Theorem 4.14: Let S and T be commuting strictly stable spectral 
operators in B<X> such that 




T = T1 + N2 
where s1, r 1, s1 + r1 are of scalar type. 
(II) S + T is of scalar type. 
(iJJ) o(S+T) Is contained on the unit ball 
then S + T Is a strictly stable operator. 
'• 
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Proof. S and T commute and s1 + T1 Is of scalar type Iff S + T 
Is spectral, Wermer(27]. 
S + T Is of scalar type with a(S+T) contained In the unit ball Iff 
S+T. Is strictly stable by Foguel. 
Remark. We show by Induction that the powers of a unitary matrix U 
are unitary. · 
Assume Jun-lxll = lxll • 
. Then uunxll = !IU<Un-lx>ll 
= I un- 1 x II = I x II· 
By Buchanan's theorem, U Is a stable operator. 
In fact, since ~u- 1 11 = !IUTI = IIUII, It Is strictly stable. 
Applying Lartonov's theorem, we have a charactertz atlon of strict 
stability on a finite dimensional space. 
This concludes the general theory for stable and strictly stable 
operators on a (complex) Banach space X which Is not necessarily 
finite dimensional. 
p 
Since the uniform norm dominates the l norms, 
I.e. lfl~ ~ 1~1= for all f e B<X>, Cstrlct> stability under the 
uniform norm Implies (strict> stability under the LP norms. The 
converse of course need not hold. 
If B<X> is finite dimensional, which is the case when X Is 
finite dimensional, all norms on B(X) are equivalent and stability 
under one norm implies stabil tty under any other. Hence any of the 
necessary and sufficient conditions in Section 3 or 4 may be used to 
prove the stability of a general linear operator on X. 
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In Chapter 3, Section 2, the stability of a certain kind of linear 
operator on the space Lp ts discussed In terms of Its characteristic 
function • 
. Notes and Remarks. P.O. Lax and R.D. Rlchtmyer, see [7],origlnally de-
fined the stability of linear operators which defined finite difference 
equations somewhat differently and showed that if X was finite dimen-
sional and the L2 norm was defined on It, their concept coincided 
with that of definition 1.1. The proof of this assertion Is given In 
Chapter 3, Lemma 1.2. 
The proof of the Kreiss and Buchanan theorems are those given In 
Morton and Schechtar [11]. 
E. Larionov [3:) recently defined the concept of strict stabIlity 
and used his results to consider the stability of the equation 
dx = A<t>x -~ < t < ~ 
dt ' 
ACt) a T-perlodic operator function on X, In the sense that alI 
solutions x<t> are bounded on <-~,~>. 
Various other definitions of stability appear in the literature. 
An operator is weakly stable If a finite number of Its powers are uni-
formly bounded as the time Interval decreases to zero. Strong stabi-
lity is defined In terms of another norm on X and the boundedness of 
the solution under this norm. See Stetter [ 26]. At a fundamental 
level, these concepts stem from a different concept of well-posedness of 
a differential equation. See Appendix A. B. Wondroff (34] studied 
this question and showed that no one concept of wei 1-posedness suffices 
for a I I p rob I ems and that dIfferentIa I operators may be c I ass If I ed 
according to their degree of wei 1-posedness. 
25. 
C H A P T E R 2 
The relation between stability and convergence. 
Section 1. The equivalence theorem of P.O. Lax. 
One wishes to find a one-parameter family {u(t)} of elements of 
a Banach space X such that 
d dt u<t> = Au + G<t>u 
u(o) = u 
0 
where A is a I !near differential operator, D<A> C X 
G<t>, t € CO,T) not necessarily linear 
with O(G(t)) C X s.t. 
(1) 
IIG<t>u- G(t>vl ~ Llu-vll for all u,v s X, for all t e (0, t>. 
We shal I ass~me the problem <1> to be well-posed, In the sense that 
there exists a family {E(t)} of continuous operators in X which has 
the following properties 
(i) u<t> ~ E<t> u
0 
satisfies <1> for alI those Initial functions 
for which a solution exists. 
Cli) The mapping CO,T) >X 
E<t>u
0 
Is continuous In u
0
• 
(Thompson [10] guarantees a solution to (i) au If at - Au • o> 
See appendix A. 
We shall approximate the solution· u(t) of (1) by finite difference 
equations. 
An Implicit or explicit multi-level linear finite difference equation 




= h ~ 8 G(t + ) 




Is denoted by u • v 
A (h) and 8 (h) are 
v v 
continuous, linear and Independent of G<t>. 
A k-component column vector, whose components are elements of X 
"" may be regarded as an element of another Banach space X under various 
obvious norms. 




since un+k = RCt k'h)( I A (h)kn+v_hrB G(t )un+~) n+ v L v n+v 
0 
the finite difference equations become 
R<t n+k' h) 0 






0 . I 0 • t 
Bk-1 ••• 8o G(tn+k-1} O 
-h 0 ~n 
"" = C(t ,h) ~ n n 
n "" = }: C<vh,h) ~0 v=o 
n "" = n C(vh,h> 4>
0 v=o 
ECt+(k-1 )h) 0 
"" Let E<t,h) = 
0 ECt) 
u "" • . , u € X} C X • is then a Banach space • 
0 
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Definition 1.1: The difference equation (2) is satd to be consistent 
with the problem (1) If for each G<t> under the above conditions~ the. 
local error satisfies 
k-1 k-1 
l~<t+kh)( L A (h)u(t+vh) - h ~ 8 G<t+vh)u(t+vh)) - u(t+kh>ll v L v v=o v=o 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
= IKC<t,h)E(tgh) - E(t+h,h)}u
0
1l < e•h. 
Definition 1.2: The equation (2) is convergent If for G<t> as 












= 0 as n J -> «>, n J e Jr 
(nJ+k-l)hJ S <O,T>; njhj -> T. 
-A~ 1 <h>Ak-l(h) ••••••••••••• -A~ 1 <h>A0 (h) 
e 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
e e 
Definition 1.3: The procedure <2> is stable If the positive powers of 
~ ~ 
A, An for nh S <O, T> are uniformly bounded, i.e. 
nh < T. 
Under the preceding concepts we have the Equivalence theorem of P.O. Lax. 
Theorem 1.4: <Lax>. For a consistent approximation to a properly posed 
lnttlal value problem,stabll ity is necessary and sufficient for convergence. 
Proof. See Ansorge [ 8 ] • · 
28. 
For a simplified proof in the case of a single step algorlth~ see 
. Ri chtmyer and Morton [7]. 
Note. We have assumed that the difference procedure Is reasonable, I.e. 
that unique function values say n+l -u · = u(x,n+l h) can be calculated 
from any previous set uj; J ~ n on which they depend continuously. 
Section 2. Special cases of the Equivalence Theorem. 
If G =a, null element In X then the Equivalence theorem and the 
various concepts reduce to those given In the Lax-Richtmyer theory. 
When the prob I em ( 1) reduces to that of an ord.i nary fIrst order 
differential equation, i.e. A= e and X the space of reals, the 
Equivalence Theorem then takes the form 
Theorem 2.1: Under the norm u = u + u + ... the consistent 
difference equation converges iff the matrices 
are stable. 
0 0 
This however is the case when the elements of An remain bounded 
"' as n Increases. Thus the e i genva I ues of A may not have mod u I i 
greater than and those eigenvalues of modulus are s I mp,l e. Thus 
"' A has characteristic polynomial. 
k 
DO.> ~ (~1) p(>..) 
k 
29. 
~ el es 
From the form of A, p(A) = Ak(A-Al) ••• (A-As) (AI a root of 
p(A) of multiplicity e.) establishes the only invariant factor of A. 
I 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of a con-
slstent multistep algorithm for the solution of an ordinary differential 
equation of first order Is therefore that alI roots of p(A) lie in-
side the unit circle and that roots on the circle are simple. 
Dahlquist [22] extended this result to systems of ordinary differential 
equations of first order. 
Notes and Remarks. Lax and Richtmyer Q7] showed that the stability of 
multi-level difference approximations to I !near Cauchy problems of the 
;~ = Au + g(t) 
where g<t> is piecewise uniformly continuous In t, Is necessary and 
sufficient for convergence, provided a consistency condition is satisfied. 
R.J. Thompson (10] extended this result to the quasi-linear case, 
I.e. when g<t> Is replaced by g<t,u<t>>, defined for 0 ~ t ~ T, 
continuous In t for each u and uniformly Lipschitz continuous with 
respect to u. 
Dahlquist [22] proved that his stab! I ity concept for a system of non-
linear first order ordinary differential equations together with a con-
sistency condition gave a necessary and sufficient condition for convergence. 
Ansorga (8], whose treatment we follow, extended the Lax-Richtmyer 







The Stability of finite difference equations. 
Section 1. Stability In L2 the Lax-Richtmyer theory. 
Here we consider problems with constant coefficients and periodic 
boundary conditions so that the Fourier series or Fourier Integral 
representations of the solution may be used. We could as well ·assume 
that the functions involved In the boundary conqltlons are quadratically 
Integrable over all space. The representation theorems to be used are 
those based on the L2 norm viz. the Rlesz-Fisher theorem for Fourier 
series and Plancherel's theorem for Integrals. 
Once the function space X has been chosen, the set of Fourier 
coefficients or the Fourier transform determines a point in a second 
Banach space ~ and the Fourier transform provides a 1-1 Isometric 
Isomorphism between X and ~. Thus all considerations proved before 
hold In ~ as well as· X. We also note that X and ~ are Hilbert 
spaces. 
Let us suppose that there are p dependent variables In d space 
variables. Then the functions corresponding to a point In X may be 
denoted by u<x> where u Is a vector of p components and x ts a 
vector of d components. 
The general linear differential operator tn X may be formally 
obtained by considering a pxp matrix P<q 1, ••• ,qd>. whose elements 
a are polynomials In q1, ••• ,qd . and setting ax, = q1. t = 1, ••• ,d. 
Let A be such an operator. 
Note. We understand by the function eM of a matrix M, the power 
series 1 + M + tM2t ..• which Is absolutely convergent, element by 
e I ement, to eM and ha th t a tM tM . s e proper y - e = Me 
at • 
See for e.g. Dunford and Schwartz [1]. 
We assume that the problem is properly posed in the sense that the 
solution depends continuously on the Initial data and that, although a 




may be approximated 
by Initial functions for which a solution does exist. See Appendix A. 
In an analogous way, we construct finite difference equations In 




Deftnftton 1.1 G<t.t,k) Is called the ampl iflcatlon matrix. 
Lemma 1.2 F ={e-aT log ~<t.t,k) Is a stable family of matrices 
Iff there exists T > 0 s.t. the matrices G(t.t,k)n are uniformly 
bounded for 
0 < t.t < T 
0 < nt.t < T 
all kBL. 
Proof. Clearly if the powers of the ampllcation matrices G have a 
uniform bound K, then F = {e-at.tG<t.t,k)} Is stable, where a= T- 11og K. 
For v S ·x, v = m<T1t.t> + n where 0 ~ nt.t < T hence 
!l<e-at.tG>vll ~ 11< 9-at.tG)T/t.tll mll<e-a6tG>nll 
< K. 
Conversely if, for some constant a, F satisfies the stability condition, 
then for 0 < nt.t < T 
IGnll ~ C eaT = const. 
A necessary condition for stability of F is that 
r(A) < 1 for a II A S F. 
Then it is necessary for the eigenvalues AI of G to satisfy 
I A 1 I ~ e a/.\ t some a. 
This condition is known as the von Neumann condition. 
Note. The von Neumann condition is also a sufficient condition for the 
stability of G(At,k) if either G<t.t,k> ls a normal matrix or p = 1. 
The Kretss and Buchanan theorems may of course be applied to prove 
the stability or otherwise of the difference scheme defined by G. 
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For completenessp we shall give two other sufficient conditions for 
stab I I ity. 
Theorem 1.3 <Kato> : Suppose G(6t,k> Is uniformly bounded and the von 
Neumann condition is satisfied. And, suppose that for each G a 
closed, rectifiable curve r is drawn Inside the circle !AI ~ r<G>, 
such that its length Is uniformly bounded and its distance away from 
a(G) Is uniformly bounded away from zero. Then the difference scheme 
is stable if there exists 6 > 0, independent of 6t,k s.t. each 
distinct eigenvalue A1, i = l, ••• ,q outside r has index and (i) 
the distance of A. 1 from alI other eigenvalues Is greater than o or else 
<It) for the set of AI not satisfying (i), the complete set of corres-
ponding eigenvalues has Gram determinant A2 such that 
A > cS 
Proof. See for e.g. [7 ]. 
Here we recall that for an eigenvalue A. of A, the set of vectors x 
for \'Jhlch (A-A. I )n X = o, n e I forms the algebraic eigenspace for A. 
The smallest such Integer n Is called the Index of A.. 
Daflnftton 1.4 : If G is a square matrix then the field of values of 
and 
Proposition : F<G> Is closed, bounded and convex. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition. 
Theorem 1.6 : <Lax-Wendroff). If G Is such that 
lx*Gxl ~ <1 + O<At>>Uxlf for all x S X, 
then the corresponding scheme Is stable. 
34. 
Proof. Choose a s.t. A = e-a6t G satisfies 
Then all eigenvalues of A lie in the closed unit disc. Hence for all 
z 8 ¢ , R<z,A> exists. 
Hence If w 8 X and x = (ii-A)-lw 
lxlllwll.::_lx*wll = lx*<zi-A>xl 
.::. lxl 2 ~ lzl-1 ,-t 
I.e. {A} satisfies the resolvent condition. 
Example. Consider the finite difference equations for the solution of the 
wave equation in one variable. The wave equation Is of the second order 
In time so normally p = 2~ 
and the conditions 
u,(x,O> = t 1 (x) 
au 
at u<x,O> = t 2<x> 
u<x,t) = u(x+L,t>. 
Introduce the variables 
then <A> becomes 
au v .. -at 
av aw 
at = c ax 
aw av 
at .. c ax 
and the norm Is taken to be 
w = c ~ ax 
lull= <Jlcjwl 2 + lvl 2>dx)t 
0 
(A) 
The problem is properly posed In this formulation. . To avoid difference 
35. 
quotients over the Interval 2Ax, we shall associate values of w with 
the midpoints of the Interval and write wJ+i etc. 
The equations are 
and 
I 






n+ 1 + vn. _ n ) 





Both eigenvalues of G have modulus 1 and G Is clearly unitary. 
Hence the von Neumann condition Is sufficient for stability. 
Section 2. __ Stab I llty on LP, p 1 2~ 
It should be noted that the uniform norm I I~_ in B(X) dominates 
the various LP nonms, I.e. / 
for all f € B<X>. 
Hence stab·lll ty under L ~ imp II es Lp stab Ill ty shou I d the t.P · •norm be 
deff ned on B(X). The ccn11erse t s of course not necessarll y true. 
When X Is finite dimensional, all norms on B<X> are equivalent, 
since B<X> Is then finite dimensional and stability under any norm 
Implies stability under any other .norm • 
.•.. 
We now discuss the case when X = Lp and B<X> has, as before, the 
unIform norm • 
. Consider the operator A defined on real-valued functions vCx> on 
----,......,.,.--r"T-----·--· -· -·----------·- ---·- --· 
I 
~ 
Lemma 2.2: A is consistent with (1) iff 
a(6) = exp(pA(-Je)v + O(ev)) when e -> 0 
and its order is p if there exists e # 0 s.t. 
a(e) = exp(pA(-J6)v - Bev+p + 0(6v+p)) when e -> O. 
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Theorem 2.3: A Is stable In L2 iff la<e>l ~ 1 for alI e SR. 
Proof. A trivial application of Parseval's relation 
~Alb= maxla<e>l, since the characteristic function 
Theorem 2.4: If A has a characteristic function analytic for alI real 
e, then A is stable in Lp Iff It satisfies one of the following 
conditions: 
<a> aCe>= ceiJe, lei= 1. 
(b) la<e>l < 1 except at finitely many points, eq, in lei < n 
where la<e>l = 1. 
For q = t, ••• ,N, there exists constants aq, aq, ~q where aq e R 
Re B > 0 q . 
~ q S ~1 (even ) 
s.t. a<eq+e> = aceq> exp{taqe- Bq e~q Ct + OC1>>} when e -> o. 
Proof. The sufficiency was established by Strang [17] for p = ~. 
For other p they follow trivially from the Mlnkowskt inequality and 
IIAvl~ ~ (~ lajj>.IIVIIp· v e Lp·. 
J 
The necessity has been proved In Thomee [18]. 
Remark. Explicit operators (j finite> have characteristic functions · 
w~lch are trigonometric polynomials,hence are analytic. 
38. 
Implicit operators have characteristic functions which are the 
quotient of trigonometric polynomials hence they too are analytic. 
Theorem 2.5: In order that (2) admit an Lp stable consistent operator 
of fonm (1) It Is necessary that 
(!) for v even; <-l)v/2 Re p < 0 (parabolic case) 
or 
(ii)v=1 p 6 m. • (hyperbolic case>. 
On the other hand if A has characteristic function a<e> s.t. 
la<a>l < 1 for 0 < lei < n, then A is stable in case (i) If It is 
consistent and In case (il) If a<e> satisfies the order of accuracy 
condition in lemma 2.1 with v = 1, Rea> 0 and p odd. 
Proof. A simple application of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3. 
Note. In case (ii) an LP-stable operator has an odd order of accuracy, 
thus alI the useful second order schemes for solving hyperbolic equations 
of form (2) are unstable In alI but the L2 norm. 
The Lax-Wend roff exp I I cIt scheme, see f 19 J Is not stab I e In any 
Lp space but L2• 
Section 3. The Variable Coefficient Problem. 
We now consider operators with variable coefficients of form 
Ah,t v(x) = 4 aj<x,t> v<x-jh) with Llaj(x,+>l < w (1) 
J J 
which are used In the solution of the problem 





where k - = A ts kept constant. 
Introduce again the periodic function 
1 ·e a<e,x,t> = L a.Cx,t> e J • 
j J 
Then the solution u<x> at time t = nk Is approximated by 
n 
un<x> = Ah,tu0 (x) 
where IIAh til= sup L la.(x,t>j. 
, . X j J 
Definition 3.1: The operator (1} with coefficients "frozen" at 




,t0 } = ~ aj(x0 ,t0 > v<x~jh). 
J 
39. 
This is then an operator with constant coefficients with characteristic 
function 




) as local 
stab I I tty. In genera I I oca I stab i I i ty w i I I be neIther necessary nor 
sufficient for stabt I tty. Kreiss and Strang have constructed examples 
to sho\'1 that wh i I e a prob I em may be well-posed I ocal ly, t t need not be 
so t.n a global sense. Again a problem with variable coefficients can 
be wei 1-posed yet none of the corresponding constant coefficient problems 
need be. In this direction, Thomee [ 16] proves tt'le fol•lowing. 
Theorem 3.2: Suppose the aj<x,t> are con1"inuous and that jlaJCx,t>l 
converges, uniformly in {O,T}. A necessary condition that Ah,t Is 









> S {O,T}. 
Proof. Assume A is explicit (the other case follows>. Let n S IN 
be given and let h, km vary s. t. mk = t , k/hv-~, h -> 0. 
0 
40. 
Then Ah·m+n •n v<x > = Y a .<x ,t ,h) v(x -Jh). 
' '" o IJT~nN nJ o o o 
So anj are now polynomials in aj(x,t) IJI < N so only such <x
0
,t) 
are used as to ensure 
lx-x I < n N h 
0 -
So ~~ anj (x0 ,t0 ,h) = ~nj 
where ~nj are the Fourier coefficients of ace>" 
••• IIAh m+n m v<xo>ll ~·civil , , 
applying this to the function v(xh-1 + x <1-h- 1>> 
0 
by * we get as h -> 0 
Let v<x> = 
"' 




"'n ~A 1 v<y>JI !. Civil • 
S 1 nee ! A~ II Is Independent of h 
A Is stable. 
Finally, Thomee [16] has proved that under certain conditions glo.bal 
stabll lty Implies stability. 
Note. It follows from this theorem that the local characteristic function 
a<e> of Ah t must satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.3. By the , 
definition of consistency, the problem (2) must be at least locally 
parabolic or hyperbolic. 
Theorem 3.3: Ah consistent. Then Ah t Is stable If , 
(f) There exists o > 0 s.t. a(e+tw,x,t) Is analytic In e + fw 
In I w I < o and cl' a<") /ax', 1 < v are contInuous and bounded for 
<x,t> € {O,T}. 
(It) sup la<e,x,t>l<l for O<oo<IT 
a<lei<'IT 
To, TT · 
<ltl> a<e,x,t> = exp{la(x,t>e-a<x,t>e~}(l+O<t>> 
Note. 
when e tends uniformly to zero, 
a<x,t> Is real valued, 
Re S<x,t) ~ 6 > 0, 
<II) Is satisfied if 
Nt 
at = l 
-Nt 
a 1<e,x,t>· 
a<e,x,t> = <e t> a2 ,x, 
C' = 1, 2 
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a1J<x,t) bounded,continuous, have bounded continuous deriva-
tives of order < v and a 1 is uniformly bounded for real e. 
Notes and Remarks. The question of stability In Lp of constant coeffi-
cient problems has beon fairly well settled as several widely applicable 
conditions are known. This theory is of most use in checking the local 
stability of equations where the operator A depends upon the space 
variables, i.e. the stability of the llnearlsed equations. 
Lax and Rlchtmyer, sao [?],considered parabolic and symmetric hyper-
bolic equations In the space L2 since these are properly posed under 
conditions which are purely local in character. To avoid the growth 
of high frequency Fourier components it Is required that the coefficients 
a<x> be Lipschitz continuous and that the difference equations be 
dissipative, i.e. the difference scheme is designed so that the eigenvalues 
~v of the amplification matrix satisfy l~vl ~ 1-ojk6xj2r 
when jk6xl ~ n, o > o, + r 9 I . 
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For parabolic equations this is sufficient for the stability of the 
difference scheme under suitable smoothness conditions on the coefficients. 
In the hyperbol tc case where the equation has form 
.. d au ~ au 
1rF = L AJ<x> ax. 
J=l . J 
-~ < xJ < ~, t e <o, 1> 
and the AJ <x> are pxp Hermitian matrtces 1 Kreiss has proved the 
following theorem: 
Theorem: Suppose alI matrices occurring In the differential equation and 
the approximating difference equation are Hermitian, uniformly bounded 
and uniformly lipschitz continuous In x, then If the difference equation 
Is dissipative of order 2r and accurate to order 2r-1, some positive 
Integer r, It is stable. 
Proof. See {7). 
We note that this theorem is not directly applicable to the Lax-
Wendroff approximating schemes which are dissipative of order 4 but 
accurate only to order 2. However these cases can be covered by a suit-
able change In variables. See for example Parlett [32] • 
. lax In [33] investigated one step difference schemes for time-
dependent hyperbolic equations of form 
u(t+6t) = S<6t) u(t) 
where S(6t) a l CJ TJ, 
TJ . J is translation by an amount j6t. 
CJ are matrices dependent on x but independent of 6t. 
. n 
Stability requires {rr Sh (tl>} ~ K n6t < 1 t 
. I 
which, If SC6t) Is time Independent, simplifies to 
44. 
C H A P T E R 4. 
Dahlquist's stability theory 
Section 1. Multi-step Algorithms for Ordinary differential equations of 
the 1st order. 
The genera I I t near k-step fl n I te dIfference equat ton for the 
solution of the problem 
.s!Y = f(x,y> dx 
y<a > = n 
where f(x,y) Is defined and continuous In the strip a ~ x ~ b, 
-co < y < co, a,b finite, and Lipschitz continuous In y, 
(1) 
(I.e. the existence and uniqueness of a solution of (1) is assumed) 
,Is of the form 
ak Yn+k + ••• + aoyn = h{ bnfn+k + ••• + bofn} 
aJ,bJ constants Independent of n (2) 
(n = 01 1 ••• >where fm = f(xm,ym). This equation is known as the gen-
eral linear k-step method. 
With (2) we associate the two generating polynomials 
Conversely any two such polynomials define a method of the fonm <2>. 
From Chapter 2, Section 2 we see that the stability condition on 
(2) then takes the form that the modulus of no root of PCt> exceeds 
one and that roots of modulus one be simple. 
Definition 1.1 The operator 
L(y(x),h) = aky<x+kh) + ak_ 1 y<x~-Uh) + ••• + a0 y<x> 
-h{bky' (x+kh) + bk-tY' <x-tCk-l)h) + ••• + b
0
y1 <x)} (3) 
I 
associated with <2> is known as the difference operator. 
Since y(x+mh) = y(x) + mhy'<x> + im2h2y11 (x) + ••• 
hy 9 (x+mh) = hy' (x) + mh2y11 (x) + ••• 
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the difference operator applied to functions which have continuous 
derivatives of sufficiently high order becomes 
where 
' L<y<x>,h> = c
0
y<x> + c1hy'<x> + ••• 
k 
C = I: a o 1 I 
k 
c1 = r a 1 
k 
- r b 
1 I ............. 
C = 1 <a +2qa ·+ · kqa >- 1 (b +2q-lb + kq-lb) q qT 1 2 • •. • k ( q-1 ) ! 1 . 2 • • • k 
for all q = 2,3,. •• 
Definition 1.2 L(y(x),h) Is of order p if 
c = c ::: 
0 1 ••• = cp-l = o but cp+t 1 o. 
It may be well to note, from a computational viewpoint, that (2) is 
equivalent to 
and the order of L<y<x>;h) may be defined as the order of the first 
non-vanishing tenm In the Taylor expansion for all t S I 
The consistency condition reduces to : 
A method of fonm <2>· Is consistent If the order p of the method is 
at least one. 




Section 2. Maximum.order stable difference operators. 
We now consider the problem: gi•ven a polynanlal ;)(t) of degree k 
such that p ( 1> = 0, what l s the order of the as soc 1 at~d operator L that 
can be ach t ewd by choos t ng some suI tab I e pdLy-nom I a I aCt) • 
With the difference operator (3) we associate the complex valued 
function 
-1 
w(~) = (log~) p(~)- a<t> ~ e ¢ 
Lemma 2.1 :The difference operator (3) associated with p(t) and 
a(~) has order p Iff ~(~) has a zero of order p at t = 1. 
Proof. With a difference operator of form (3) we associate the function 
of the complex variable t 
~(~) = (log<t>>-1 p(~)- a<t>. 
The function log t is made singlevalued by cutting the complex plane 
along the negative real axis and setting log 1 = o. 
Suppose the difference operator has order p. Then (3) Is 
O<hp+l) for any sufficiently differentiable function y<x>. Choose 
y<x> = ex. 
Then L(ex;h) = ex{p(eh) - h a<eh)} 
'= exc hp+t + 0(hp+2> 
p+1 
as h ->0 where C 1 tJ 0. p+ 
Hence .the function f(h) = p(eh> - h a(eh>, which Is holomorphlc at 0 
has a zero of order p+1 and h-1 f(h) a zero of order p at h = O. 
Since the map t -> eh maps a nbd. of h = 0 tn a 1-1 manner 
onto a nbd. of t = 1, tt follows that ~<t> = (log t>- 1 f(log t> has 
a zero of order p at t = 1. 
Conversely, assume ~(~) has a zero of order p at ~ = 1. 
Hence f(h) = h ~(eh) has a zero of order p+l at h -- 0. 
Hence L(ex,h) = ex{p(eh) - h o(eh)} 
= X C hp+ 1 + 0(hp+2) 
e p+1 
for some non-zero Cp+ 1• 
Hence the order of L<y<x>:h) Is p when 
y<x> = ex • 
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S I nee the order Is on I y dependent on the a 1, s1, the order of L is p .• 
Theorem 2.2 : p(t) as above, k' e with 0 < k' < k. Then there Is 
a unique potynomfal o<t> of degree < k' such that the order of 
L<y<x>;h) Is at least k' + 1. 
Proof. The function <tog ~>- 1 p(~) Is holomorpt.lic at ~ • 1 .hence 
p(E;) = c + c (l:'-1) log<t> o 1 ~ • ••• 
k' Setting o(f;) = C
0 
+ c1 <~-1 > + ••• Ck' <~-1 > , cr>U;> has a zero of 
multiplicity k' + at ~ = 1 and by Lemma 2.1, L<y<x>;h) has order 
<> k' + 1 tf ck'•1 .. o>. 
Conversely If l has order k' + 1 then cr><t> has a zero of multlpli-
city k' + at t = 1. 




+ c1 <t-1)+ ••• +Ck,<t-1) • 
Note. The cases of practical value are 
k' = k-1 (best explicit operator) and k' = k (best implicit 
operator). 
Dahlquist [22] has shown that by choosing p(~) suitably, the order 
of the operator may be as high as 2h. However the result has little 
practical significance since he also proved the following results. 
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Theorem 2.3 : The order of a stable operator cannot exceed k+2. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for p = k+2 Is that k be even, 
that all roots of p(t) have modulus 1 and that a(~) be of the form 
(1-z)k <·l+~)i 
a(~) = 2 P l-t 
where ~ = l+z 1-z 
Furthennore 
Theorem 2.4 The order of a stable operator whose step number k Is 
odd cannot exceed k+l. 
Proof. Let p(~) be a polynomial satisfying the conditions of consisten-
cy and stability. Introduce a new variable z = x + iy by setting 
E;-1 z =-t+l 
1+z 
E; = 1-z 
Instead of the polynomials p(~) and a(~) we consider the functions 
·k k 
r(z) = (1-z) p(l+z)· s(z) = (1-z) a(1+z) 
2 1-z , 2 1-z 
which are also polynomials of degree ~ k. Since t = 1 Is a simple 
root of p(~), z = 0 is a simple root of r(z). 
2 k 
He~ce r(z) = a1z + a2z + ••• + akz where a1 F 0. The a,, I = 1, ••• ,k 
are real and without loss of general lty we may assume a1 > 0 (otherwise 
multiply p(E;) by a suitable constant>. 
Then a > 0 for ~ = 1, ••• ,k. 
~-
Let the roots of r(z) be x + iy and let an be the non-zero co-
v \1 "' 
efficient with highest Index. I.e. r(z) =adz n<z-x >n<<z-x >2 + y2> 
"' A v ~ ~ ~ 
where A ranges over the real roots and ~ over the complex. By 
stability, x < 0 for alI roots and so all non-zero coefficients of v-
r(z) are positive. Consider the function 
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k 1 
~(z) = c1;z> t<~:~> = log~:~ r(z)- s(z) 
~(z) has a zero of order p at z = 0 Iff ~(~) has a zero of order 
p at ~ = and thus by Lemma 2.1 Iff the operator L defined by 
p(t) and o(z) has order p. 
Thus If L has order p, s(z) = b0 +b 1z + ••• + b 1 z 
p-1 where 
z p-
1 1 +z 09-f:I r<z > = b + z 0 b1z + ... 
Since the degree of s(z) must not exceed k, for the existence of a 
stable operator with p > k+l, bk+l = ••• = bp-l = 0. 
z 
l+z 2 4 Setting log l-z = C
0 
+ c2z + c4z + ••• 
and defining a = 0 for v > k, \'le have v 
bo = Coal 
bl a c a 0 2 
b2v = Coa2v+1 + C2a2v-1 + ... + c2va1 
b2 1 = C a2 2 + c2a2 + ••• + c2 .. a2 v = 1,2, ••• v+ o v+ v v 
Now c2v satisfies c2v < 0 v = 1,2, ••• 
Hence If k Is odd 
bk+l = C2ak + C4ak-2 + ••• + Ck+lal • 
Since a1 > 0 and no av < 0 It follows that bk+l < 0. 
Theorem 2.4 Is proved. 
If k Is even, bk = c2ak + ••• + Cka2• 
A necessary and sufficient condition that bk+l = 0, Is that 
a2 = a4 = ••• = ak = 0. i.e. Iff r(z) satisfies r<-z> = -r<z>. 
l+z Now the map t -> 1=Z maps the unit circle onto the half-plan~. 
If z ~ 0, the stability condition on L sets the following conditions 
on r(z >: 
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O> the roots of r<z> have non-positive real parts 
Cit) there are no multiple roots of r(z) on the imaginary axis. 
Hence all roots of r(z) lie on the imaginary axis, which means at I roots 
of p(l;) I ie on 1~1 = 1. Since ak = 0, the degree of r<z> Is 
k-1 and -1 Is a root of p < ~ >. 
Since bk+2 = c4ak-l + c6ak_3 +,.,+ Ck+2a1 Is negative, the order 
cannot exceed k+1. 
Hence theorem 2.3 is proved. 
Corollary 2.5 
conditions 
If an operator of even order k Is stable then the 
av = -ak-v , bv = bk-v 
are both necessary and sufficient that it be of maximum order, I.e. 
(k+2). All roots of p(~) then lie on the unit circle. 
Proof. Immediate from the definition of r(z) and s(z). Henrie! 21 
defines an operator satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.3 to be opti-
mal and gives two procedures for constructing optimal operators from a 
g t ven p (~ >. 
Notes and Remarks. In his paper [22l Dahlquist distinguished between 
"strong" Instability and "weak" instability. Strong Instability In 
our terms means an unstable difference scheme, i.e. these schemes with 
order p > k + 2 · which show such a growth of error and are so extremely 
sensitive to perturbations which must arise In the computation of the 
solution, either In the finite arithmetic used or the choice of values 
y1,y2, ••• ,yk_1, that they are unsuitable for computational purposes. 
Weak Instability occurs In formulas of order p = k + 2 whose effect 
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over some Interval can be made arbitrarily smal 1, provided h has been 
chosen suitably smal I. However It Is not necessary to reject these 
formulas since good results may be obtained, but precautions should be 
taken when transients in the solution of the differential equation are 
damped out quickly In time, for the difference equations possess 
oscillating components whose amplitudes increase with the rate of dam-
ping of the transients. So when these formulas are used, the 
y1, ••• yk-l should be determined to the same accuracy of the computations 
following and the round off errors should be kept smaller than the local 
truncation error. For a fuller discussion on these matters see 
Stetter [26]. 
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C H A P T E R 5 
Dlscretfzatlons 
Section 1. The concept of a discretization. 
Consider the problem y • F(b) (1) 
F a continuous map, ~(F) C E, R(F) C E0 ; E,E0 Banach spaces. Assume 
the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (1). 
A discretization of (1) Is a family 
{ 0 h h 0 = +h' Eh, Eh, AE, A 
0
}, · h € H C CO,h) 
E 
where Eh, E~ are finite dimensional Banach spaces, the maps 
Eh -> E~ Is continuous and A~ : E -> E~ are continuous and 
E -> Eh, A~: E0 -> ~ are linear, bounded and su¢h that 
nh = +n (A~ b) which ts to approximate Ah y. 
~ 
Deftnttlon 1.1: n Is convergent of order p at b if the dlscrett-
zat ion error 
for all h 6 H. 
Definition 1.2: n Is stable on {Bh : h G H}, Bh C Eh If +h satisfies 
a Lipschitz condition uniformly on H. 
i.e. H+h<s~>- +h<a~>U ~ L ~B~-B~ILfor all B~,B~ 6 Bh, for all h 8 H 
We define with Watt [23] the Inverse discretization to n, as tho 
discretization n* of 
-1 * 0 h h } b • F (y), n • {+h,Eh,Eh, AE,A 0 E 
-1 where +h • +h Is assumed to exist. 
Definition 1.3: n Is consistent of order p If 
n* Is convergent of order p. 
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Hence n Is convergent If It is consistent and stable on a family of sets. 
We note for future reference that Stetter 24 defines the properties 
of consistency and stability on n• rather than on n. One merely 
appl las the Inverse map then to obtain the given stability condition. 
Examele. Consider In the unit square 
~ _ 1 a2 2 
dt - 2 ;;t y 
with the conditions 
a 1 a2 2 Fy : at yCx,t) = z -:2 <y<x,t)) 
ox 
<x,t> S U = {Cx,t>; 0 < x,t < 1} 
y<x,o) = -yrx1' 
y<o,t) • yR.(t) 
y(R.,t) • yr<t>. 
F Incorporates the conditions under suitable restrictions on Its domain. 
Project the usual grid onto the unit square. Then Eh and E~ con-
sist of the functions from the grid Gh -> R 




1~11 =max {max I6J0 j, max lonl, j~S~j> +max loJnl; 
j n ° O<J<N 
and are Banach spaces under these norms. 
L\h' L\~ are the restriction maps, 
I.e. the maps that assign functions on the unit square Into a to 
functions on the grid Into ~ • 
Section 2. The strong stability concept of Stetter. 
The behaviour of smal I perturbations of 
Fy = 0 a· F : E -> E 
Is characterized by the solution e of 
F'Cy
0
>e • d d S E0 
F' the Frechet derivative. 
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Note. The problem is said to be properly posed If e ts obtained from 
d by a bounded linear operator 
where 
e = G d 
-1 G = F' (y ) 0 • 
We would like the discretization to be no more sensitive to perturbations 
than the original problem. So we similarly define 
-1 r<h> = (~(6hy0 >> of the variational equation. 
Then 
Proposition 2.1: For a stable algorithm r<h> exists and Is uniformly 





Let us dlscretlze G : ~~ Is an asymtotlc Inverse of 
I • e. 6 ~ E~ -> E0 s . t . 116 ~ ~ ~ - til -> 0 
and II~~ II ~ > 1 • 
Then G(h) E~ -> E Is defined by 
GCh>. = 6~ G ~~ and this Is unlque 
II II h *1 !lc2 uG 1Ch)- G2Ch) -o-> 0 for G1 <~> ~h' G2 <~> ~h 
Deflnltlon 2.2: The algorithm ls strongly stable for sufflclently small 
h t f 
I tm IP(h) - GCh>ll = 0. 
h-+o 
Since Eh, E~ are finite dimensional they have a natural basts of 
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functions vanishing except 13t one grid point. Let rmn' Gmn denote 
the matrices corresponding to the maps r<h>, G(h) respectively. 
Theorem 2.3: A stable algorithm ~h<n> = 0 Is strongly stable If for 
sufficiently small h, 
I lm ~I - t' (Llhy
0
> G(h>ll = 0. 
h-+o 
Proof. r- G = r<l -~h G> 
and lr<h>l is bounded as h -> 0 by the stability of th. 
For a system of first order differential equations It may be proved, 
see Stetter [26],that a multistep algorithm is characterized by the non-
existence of any roots of p(z) of modulus 1, except z = 1. This 
concept of strong stability thus precludes the possibility of errors 
In a convergent method from growing relative to the exact solution. 
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Section 3. The Stabll lty of an non-linear algorithm. 
Non-linear Instability concerns the unstable behaviour of a non-
I inear discretization algorithm, whose linearization is stable at the 
true solution. We shall follow Stetter [24] in endeavouring to predict 
this behaviour from the relationship between a non-linear algorithm 
and Its linearization. 
The algorithm ~hn = 0 Is consistent if 
lim l~•h 4h- 4~ F>ZII = 0, h S <O,T>, z S E. 
~· This serves to normalize {th}h -> 0. 
Oeftn!tton 3.1: The local discretization error 
).(h) = -· l'l y h h 0 
The global error t(h) = n
0





<h> = O. 
The discretization Is then convergent when lim t(h) = 0. Obviously 
consistency implies convergence when smal I local errors Imply global errors 
I.e. since th n(h) = th (!lhyo + dh)) = 0 
th l'lh Yo = - A(h) 
that I A( h) I -> 0 = > ~ & ( h >II -> 0 we must have 
If £ 6 Eh satisfies th (/lhy0 +t) - •h l'lh Y0 
(5) 
M Independent of. h. 
If (S) holds the algorithm Is cal led stable since It then conforms to 
the basic Interpretation of boundedness of the global effects of a local 
error. 
For a linear algorithm ~hn = Ahn- yh 
where Ah : Eh -> E~ is linear, 
CS) Is valid if IA~ 1 11~M. 
0 
yh S Eh 
See 171. 
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For nonlinear ~h we shall see under what conditions CS) is valid. 
Define for z S E, 1/lh(£) = ~h (Ahz•t) - ~~ Ah z 
0 
1/lh : Eh -> Eh • 
Knowing th 0 = 0 we must derive the existenco of a family of inverse 
functions ~ : E~ -> Eh uniformly bounded for CO,T>. 
Fonnu I at I ng the Inverse Function theorem suI tab I y \119 obtaIn: 
Theorem 3.2: Unifonnly for h S H let 
and 
(a) ~h have a Fr~ch~t-derlvative ~h(~) for 
~~- Ah zll ~ S > 0 which Is Holder-continuous at Ah z, 
I.e. II<P~(t)- ~h(Ah z>ll ~ l lit- Ah zlr, 0 <a< 1 
Then for I o II ~ r 
~h(Ah z+t) - wh Ah z = o has a unique solution £ = ~o such that 
It II< M loll where r = ~l CSCLS) l/a> and M = a+l S. - a+ a 
Hence under the assumptions (a) and (b), CS> Is valid If the pertur-
batlon is sufficiently small. 
definition of stability. 
It Is natural to make this the 
Definition 3.3: The discretization Is stable at z e E if there exists 
M,r > o s.t. for all o e E~ !loll!.. r, h s co,n 
~h(Ah z+E> - ~h Ah z = 6 has a unique solution e = £h(o) such that 
II Eh ( 6) I !. M II 0 II 
r is called the stability threshold, M the stability bound. 
It Is obvious that stability at z ensures convergence. 
If the algorithm is linear then IIL1~ 1 11~M and no stability 
threshold exists. 
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Assuming that a linearized discretization th<t> exists of th 
for all t in a sufficiently large vicinity of llh z we have the 
following formulation of Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 3.4: Let the linearized discretization be 
(a) HOlder-continuous at z uniformly in h 
and (b) stable at z. 
Then the non-linear discretization Is stable at z with the above 
estimates for r and M. 
Unfortunately this Is of little practical use since negative powers 
of h often occur In t~. We thus change our definition slightly: 
Definition 3.5: A discretization Is m-restrfcted stable at z S E if 
there exists M,r, m > 0 s.t. for all ~ e E~,~6ll!. rhm, h S CO,T> 
th (Ah z+E)- th Ah z • 6 Implies IIEII.iM 1168. 
Corollary 3.6: Let the I lnearlzed discretization be such that 
(a) lt~(t) - th(Ahz>U ~ L~h U£-Ah z~a, 0 < a < 1. 
(b) stable at z. 
Then the non-linear discretization Is ~-restricted stable at z. a 
Notes and Remarks •• Stetter has also proved that continuity and stability 
of the linearization exist not only at Ah z but also in a norm vicinity 
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of 6h z(8 Eh) the size of which does not tend to zero with h. 
We remark that this too does not give a practical result since most 
,algoriThms for the variable coefficient case require a certain smooth-
ness of coefficients (see the discussion on this problem In Chapter 3, 
Section 3) and the neighbouring elements of 6h z need not be dis-
cretlzatlons of given neighbours of z in the stability region as 
h -> 0, 
Hence from the structure of the relationship between a nonl !near 
discretization and its linearization, irrespective of the problems'con-
sidered, we conclude 
(a) the occurrence of stability thresholds is to be expected 
(b) stability thresholds may decrease with a power of h. 
(c) the continuity properties of the linearization may have to be 
considered. 
Appendix A. A well-posed Cauchy problem. 
Given the problem .Jt u(t) = Au<t>, 0 ~ t ~ T 
u(O) = u
0 
in a Banach space X. 
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Definition: A genuine solution uCt> Is In the domain of A such that 
llu(t+llt~;u<t> - A u(t>l ~> 0 for t e <O, T>. 
A problem is characterized as properly posed If the family of genuine 
solutions Is sufficiently large and if the solutions depend uniquely and 
continuously on the Initial data In a certain sense. See L. Payne [35] 
for a discussion of this point. 
Let 0 be the set of elements u
0 
9 X with a genuine solution 
u(t) exists with uCO> = u
0
• The correspondence between u
0 
and 
u<t> determines a linear map E
0





= u(t) for all u
0 
S D. 
Definition: The Initial value problem determined by A Is properly 
posed In the sense of Hadamard If 
( l> DCE
0 
<t» Is dense In X. 
Cit> IIE
0
<t>l ~ K some K, for t e <O,T>. 
It Is easy to see then that a genuine solution must be continuous and 
u(t +6t)-u(t) the convergence in t for llt --> Au Is uniform. 
In an analogous way the concept of well-posedness may be defined 
for the following problem· 






where g(t) is piecewise unlformly continuous In t, since under some 
minor restrictions the solution uCt) satisfies 
t u(t) a E(t) uo + I E<t-s)g(s)do. 
0 
u(t) is then known as a generalized solution. See Thompson [10] who 
also discusses the question whon gCt> Is replaced by g<t,u(t)) de-
fined for 0 ~ t ~ T, continuous in t for each u and uniformly 
lipschitz continuous with respect to u. 
Strang [13] has discussed the problem of finding sufficient conditions 
for a Cauchy problem of form 
;~ = J. Gd(x) Dau = Lu 
laT<m 
alai -
where Da = ---- to be well-posed 
al a 
ax1 ••• axd 
in the sense that L which is 
etl 2 a closed densely defined operator generates a c
0 
semi-group In L • 
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Appendix B. Perturbations of stable operators. 
Given ~~ .. Au where A Is a linear t-independent closed, densely 
defined operator In X. If there exists a consistent stable difference 
scheme approximating the problem, then the perturbed problem 
~~ a Au + Bu has also a stable, consistent scheme If 
B ls bounded. See Rlchtmyer and Morton (7]. 
Sunouchl (14] has extended this result to the unbounded case. 
Theorem: Let B be an (unbounded) operator 0(8) O(A) and Bn a con-
sistent approximation to B. 
t .e. Bnu -> Bu for all u 8 O<B>. 
Assume N).. = sup sup hn I exp(-)..Jh >~ slhu~ 
1~1=1 j n n 




Then the scheme un(6t) = Cnu 
un(m6t) = CCn(l+6tBn)}C~-lu 
fs stable'and consistent with the perturbed problem. 
Theorem: Assume B consistent and 0(8) DCA>. 
n 
Also assume sup 6't 2 IB clull < Q) , for all u S X 
J=l n n 
1 where 6't = c6t> + 1. 
Then there exists £ > 0 
0 
s.t. for all E : lei < £
0 
the ,above 
scheme with £Bn replacing Bn Is stable and consistent with 
du · 
dt = Au + &Bu. 
63. 
Appendix c. The uniform convergence of matrix powers. 
Oldenburger proved that for a given matrix A, An __!!_.> A<» I ff the -
eigenvalues of A were less than except for some eigenvalues equal 
to one, each of which corresponds to a linear elementary divisor 
Recall Schur's theorem that any matrix A Is unitarily similar to 
an upper triangular matrix; and an arbitrary orderlng of eigenvalues 
can be achieved along the diagonal. Hence assume that 
A= ~.:.~ 
• T 
Definition: The convergence factor xA of A Is 
xA • max I>..I I 
>..1<1 
>.. 1, ••• ,>..k eigenvalues of KXK matrix A. 
For matrices of form (1) xA = r(T). 
Lemma: If A ts of form ( 1), then A" converges Iff E =. I. 
Proof. ~:A" converges hence En converges. 
By Oldenburger there exists S such that E .. SIS- 1 
n-1 
.c L Ti 
: 0 
<= :. E = I ,.An = ........... 
-o Tn 
n -> - . .......... o: 0 
• 1. 
(1) 
Theorem: (Buchanan and Parlett> [1~]. F a family of KXK matrices. 
Then the sequences {A"} converge uniformly if Oldenburger's condition 
J 
holds for all A € F and there exists x,N dependent on F such that 
(a) XA ~ X < 
(b) <xA)N A are uniformly bounded. 
64. 
Note. Convergence may be unl form and yet the I lmlts may be bounded. 
Theorem: Am Is (uniformly) bounded In F Iff A Is boundedly similar 
to the direct sum of an Identity matrix and a convergent matrix. 






and CCI-T>- 1 Is bounded If c1T {hence A) is. 
C = 0, then A Is bounded Independently of T. 
However when 
Conversely If CCI-T)-l = 8 Is (uniformly) bounded fn F then 
Q*AQ = <' c> = <' -B><' o><l a, OT OlOTOI 
some unitary matrix Q. 
65. 
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